Too much time is lost to making technology work. To figuring out different spaces and different configurations. Zoom and Crestron Flex believe that work is hard enough. Collaborating shouldn’t be. So no matter where you meet or how many people you meet with, you can keep your teams connected with one touch, one experience, and one solution.

Only Flex Can Deliver

*One solution*
Zoom software natively integrated into Crestron hardware.

*One consistent experience*
Engineered to deliver flawless video, crystal clear audio, and instant sharing.

*One touch simplicity*
Any room, anywhere, every presentation is just one click away.

*One platform*
Every device deployed, managed, and maintained on one cloud-based platform built in Microsoft Azure™.

*One connection*
24/7 support anywhere and everywhere you may be.

For more information on Zoom and Crestron Flex visit crestron.com/zoom